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Habits of Great Architects

In any field there are habits that separate the
good from the great and the field of Architecture is
no different. So what are the attributes that make
a great architect? We would love to hear from you
to see if you agree and if you have other attributes
you would like to add to our list.
What's in a Team?
A team is basically a group of people with
complementary skills who are mutually committed
to working together toward a common goal with
shared rewards.








Timeliness: No matter who the client is, if you
delay, or over promise and under deliver, they
will be more likely to find fault if your work is
behind schedule.
Creativity: Does your work stand out from the
crowd?
Vision: What are you bringing to your field that
hasn't been seen before?
People Skills: No matter how great your work
is, if you can't communicate effectively it may
fall on deaf ears.
Attention to detail: This may seem to go
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without saying but the devil really is in the
details.

------------------------------------

Looking for a Few Good Firms
RVM Construction is an Orange County , CA
General Contracting firm that specializes in the
construction and remodeling of fine
residential homes and quality commercial
buildings. Over the last 35 years we have built
a reputation and following mainly due to our
values and commitment to delighting
customers.
Our mission is to provide exceptional
customer service while constructing
exceptional-quality projects that meet budget
and schedule goals. The true reflection of RVM
Construction's success is that many of our
customers are repeat clients. We establish
business relationships based on trust, service
and a track record of successful projects
completed.
Clients choose RVM Construction because
they value honesty, integrity, and a consistent
quality of workmanship. Realtors and
architects recommend RVM Construction
because we are knowledgeable, reasonable,
fair, and we understand and address client
issues early and stay on top of the entire
process.
Does this sound like you and your firm? If so,
we would love to hear from you to set up a
meeting to see how we can partner for
success.
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